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“We have had more cases where issuers stumbled, it was harder to get deals to clear; it definitely came through in weaker transactions where 
investors gave input to tighten (documentation) up a little bit, remove MFN sunset, increase spreads, lengthen soft call,” said one underwriter. “We 
don’t have the ease of blow-out syndications anymore.”  

New CLO issuance has reached US$65.5bn so far this year, and according to Thomson Reuters LPC’s Quarterly Survey, could reach US$140bn or 
even more this year while retail fund inflows have continued to be positive. 

A second underwriter echoed the sentiment, saying that “we finally saw pressure from sheer new volume, which allowed investors to be less 
desperate for assets. It is no longer the blindly strong market we had for quite a while in loans.”

Similarly, one CLO manager said “The buyside is not just blindly gobbling things up anymore. The most aggressively priced deals are not trading 
that well; you’re seeing a point of resistance on repricings. Every day the secondary market is softening and it is adding up, starting to make a 
difference.” Another lender lender pointed out that, “None of us know what we are going to be faced with when we hit the next bump in the road. 
We are doing a lot of analysis and asking ourselves which deals would we be comfortable to sit in and ride it out. We are very focused on getting 
out when you can and this type of market is allowing us to get out of positions; so a credit could be ok today but do I really want to be there 
through a restructuring on this one?”

TR LPC Leveraged Market Recap: U.S. Leveraged Lending reached $737bn,  
2nd busiest half year on record
At US$737bn, leveraged lending was the second busiest, ranking behind the US$770bn recorded in the same period last year. “The AT&T/Time 
Warner decision is a tail wind for M&A which is great, but trade issues, especially with China are a headwind; companies that require Chinese 
regulatory approval will have to think very seriously if they will be able to get it,” commented one arranger. Meanwhile, “there is so much money 
rattling around in the sponsor world and we think sponsors may be more willing to pay the high multiples because banks are now more in a 
position to lend at 7 or 7.5 times given the sense we have of loosening with Leveraged Lending Guidance,” said one regional banker. “If 7x 
becomes the new 5x, as banks, we can’t sit out much longer, we won’t sit on the sidelines and watch fees go out the door.”  In the second quarter, 
42% of large corporate LBO financings were levered above 7 times, the highest share since 2007’s 53%. Meanwhile, the share of LBOs levered 
above 6 times was steady at 69%. 

“People are spending less time trying to make believe it is 6 times, they are just accepting it is 7 times (leverage),” said another regional lender.  
However, there has been a slowing in the degradation of structural terms for tougher credits as a pick-up in new loan supply allowed investors to 
be more selective. The pushback along with softer secondary levels for aggressively priced higher quality deals surprised some arrangers as it 
occurred amid positive retail flows and massive CLO creation.
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Direct Lending remains competitive but M&A should pick up in 2H18

A robust fundraising environment continues to be the main driver of super competitive market conditions in the middle market.  So far this year, 
US$32bn in equity capital has been raised with a significant pipeline still looming.  With senior lending strategies being very popular with LPs, 
sources indicate the unitranche market remains very competitive. “All the money coming into these senior funds is targeting higher yields so these 
platforms have to do unitranches to make their returns,” said a direct lender.  Average spreads on unitranche facilities have been on the decline, 
they averaged 605bps in 2Q18 down from 633bps in 2Q18 and 661bps in 2017. Despite tough conditions, loan volume is moving in the right 
direction and lenders expect the second half of 2018 to produce higher M&A volumes than the first half.  A mid-year survey taken by middle market 
lenders indicates that roughly 50% of respondents believe 2018 new money volume will resemble 2017's very strong levels while another third of 
respondents believes 2018 volume will surpass last year's levels.

Thomson Reuters LPC: 2Q18 Middle Market Recap

Direct lending proposition becomes more favorable amid leveraged loan volatility

Middle market deals syndicated in the institutional loan market saw some investor friendly changes

Volatility resurfaced in the leveraged loan market in 2Q18 due to a series of factors, but mainly due to a techinical imbalance.  Consequently, those 
arrangers that were attempting to syndicate upper middle market credits to the institutional loan market had to make modest concessions to get 
their deals across the finish line. “If a CLO can buy a position in a $5.0 billion dollar software company at 425bps, suddenly a $45M EBITDA business 
at 425bps does not look too appealing,” said a direct lender.  Given the increase in upward price flex activity in 2Q18 coupled with rising Libor, the 
average first lien yield on institutional middle market term loans rose every month this year and averaged as high as 6.91% in June, up from 6.68% 
in May and 6.56% in April.  Despite pricing moving up modestly, big changes on terms and conditions remain to be seen.  “While we have moved 
off the crazy tights, we are not going back to a place of comfort on terms and conditions," said a direct lender.  Middle market lenders have been 
plagued by loose docs, weak covenants and rising leverage levels for most of the quarter and the year.  And volatility in the leveraged market does 
not seem to have opened too many windows for middle market lenders to negotiate on terms.  Covenant-lite gained more traction in the middle 
market in 2Q18.  Middle market covenant-lite volume reached US$6.1bn in 2Q18 bringing 1H18 levels up to a first half record high of US$12.03bn.  
“Everyone has to accept that we are not going back to three covenant deals any time soon, so middle market lenders have to make concessions and 
try their best to push back on the terms that could cause serious leakage or collateral dilution, added a direct lender.  At best, the dislocation in the 
leveraged loan market could steer sponsors back to direct lenders in the second half of 2018 to eliminate flex risk and obtain certainty of execution. 

Source: Thomson Reuters LPC



The Legal Corner

Though leverage remains high and default rates low, during the second quarter of 2018, certain provisions of large cap loan 
documentation flexed in favor of lenders.  Incremental facilities are a good example.  For years lenders have accepted the 
unrelenting degradation of MFN protections on incremental facilities, whether in the form of sunsets, immunity for the “starter” 
basket and later maturing incremental loans or, most recently, simple dollar-capped exemptions.  While the impact of these 
relaxed safeguards was muted, in practice, because optimal pricing for an incremental loan is generally best achieved when it is 
fungible with an existing tranche, the addition of EBITDA grower components to the “starter” basket and the steady climb of the 
dollar-capped starter component of incremental facilities has caused some consternation among market participants.  Heading 
into the summer, arrangers flexed (by some measures) anywhere from 15% to 25% of syndicated deals’ “starter” baskets tighter 
– either on the dollar component, the EBITDA grower or both.  Besides incremental facilities, lenders also pushed successfully for 
higher pricing, tighter EBITDA addbacks, longer call protection and the elimination of asset sale stepdowns and similar loopholes 
and exceptions to the mandatory prepayment provisions.

Provisions relating to incremental facilities are generally not as highly negotiated in the middle market and direct lending space as 
in many large cap transactions.  Lenders in this market (particularly those who can speak to all or a large portion of a loan or who 
form part of a club deal) have long protected their initial loan position using several different approaches, including requiring all 
pari passu debt (whether incremental debt, incremental equivalent debt, ratio debt or otherwise) to be subject to MFN protection.  
During the second quarter these lenders focused instead on buttoning down safeguards elsewhere in their documentation.  In 
particular, middle market and direct lenders continued to find success pushing for strong language to respond to the decision of 
a New York bankruptcy court (in respect of which the Supreme Court declined, in June, to hear argument) that bondholders were 
not entitled to call protection where the obligor’s bankruptcy triggered an acceleration.  Hope that these protections will trickle up 
to the large cap market remains dim, in part, because syndicated first lien credit facilities generally only feature soft call protection 
to begin with.
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Thomson Reuters LPC is the premier global provider of information on the syndicated loan and high yield bond markets. Our 
first-to-the-market news, comprehensive real-time and historic data helps industry players stay informed about market trends and 
facilitate trading and investment decisions.

From offices in New York, London, Hong Kong, Sydney and Tokyo we are the one source for comprehensive coverage of the 
syndicated loan markets worldwide.

Our publications, online news, analysis, valuation services and interactive databases are used every day by banks, asset managers, 
law firms, regulators, corporations and others to drive valuation, syndication, trading, and research and portfolio management activities.
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Disclaimer: The content provided herein by Thomson Reuters is informational in nature and should not be regarded as investment advice 
nor as a recommendation regarding any particular security or course of action.


